ProPortal: a resource for integrated systems biology of Prochlorococcus and its phage
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ABSTRACT

ProPortal (http://proportal.mit.edu) is a database containing genomic, metagenomic, transcriptomic and field data for the marine cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus. Our goal is to provide a source of cross-referenced data across multiple scales of biological organization—from the genome to the ecosystem—embracing the full diversity of ecotypic variation within this microbial taxon, its sister group, Synechococcus and phage that infect them. The site currently contains the genomes of 13 Prochlorococcus strains, 11 Synechococcus strains and 28 cyanophage strains that infect one or both groups. Cyanobacterial and cyanophage genes are clustered into orthologous groups that can be accessed by keyword search or through a genome browser. Users can also identify orthologous gene clusters shared by cyanobacterial and cyanophage genomes. Gene expression data for Prochlorococcus ecotypes MED4 and MIT9313 allow users to identify genes that are up or downregulated in response to environmental stressors. In addition, the transcriptome in synchronized cells grown on a 24-h light–dark cycle reveals the choreography of gene expression in cells in a ‘natural’ state. Metagenomic sequences from the Global Ocean Survey from Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and phage genomes are archived so users can examine the differences between populations from diverse habitats. Finally, an example of cyanobacterial population data from the field is included.

INTRODUCTION

The cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus is an ideal model system for understanding the ecology and evolution of microorganisms. The genomic and metabolic simplicity of these organisms—on average 2000 genes, with a very streamlined regulatory system (1–5)—coupled with their abundance and intra-species diversity, make them an ideal system for understanding microbial metabolism and the origins and consequences of biological diversity. Furthermore, as the smallest and most abundant photosynthetic cell in the oceans—an estimated $10^{27}$ cells globally—Prochlorococcus metabolic processes have far-reaching biogeochemical consequences (6,7). As a result, Prochlorococcus has attracted attention from research groups spanning many disciplines, which motivated us to create a comprehensive database to facilitate research on this organism.

Prochlorococcus is composed of several clades, referred to as ‘ecotypes’, defined by the intergenic transcribed spacer region between their 16S and 23S rRNA sequences (8–11). These ecotypes are both phylogenetically and physiologically distinct with respect to their light and temperature optima and tolerance ranges (3,12–16). The temporal and spatial (depth) distribution of six Prochlorococcus ecotype clades show robust patterns in abundance over a 5-year time-series both in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (17) that are consistent with what has been learned from physiological studies of isolated strains (13–15). There is also tremendous variability within ecotypes, particularly with regard to nutrient acquisition (18–22), susceptibility to predation or phage infection (23,24), and modes of interaction with other members of the community (25).

Comparative genomics of ecotypes within Prochlorococcus, (1–3) and its sister group Synechococcus
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(26–29) have provided a rich resource for analysis of genome evolution (3,30), and for recruitment of genome fragments from environmental metagenomic studies such as the Global Ocean Survey (GOS) (31,32). The combination of cultured genomes and field genomics-based datasets has illuminated how selective pressures such as light, temperature and limiting nutrients have shaped the diversity of these populations (17–20,26,29,31–36). Prochlorococcus always co-occurs with Synechococcus (but not vice versa) thus the prevalence of cyanophage that cross-infect them is not surprising. Because cyanophage carry many homologs of host genes in their genomes (33,37–39), an integrated database for host and phage allows identification of shared phage/host genes and facilitates interrogation into the evolution and exchange of these genes.

Prochlorococcus transcriptome analyses reflect the tight synchrony of the cells when grown on light–dark cycles and the partitioning of metabolism into daytime and nighttime activities (4). The expression levels of 80% of the genes in Prochlorococcus MED4 oscillate with a 24-h periodicity, and clustering of gene expression into synchronized groups lends insight into the coordination of metabolic activities in the cell in its ‘natural’ state. In addition, there is data on the transcriptional response of Prochlorococcus to environmental perturbations such as phosphate (18), nitrogen (40), iron starvation (22), light shifts (41) and phage infection (42).

The genomic and metabolic capabilities of these cells are intimately linked to their population distributions and dynamics in the oceans (17,43,44). There are growing datasets in which Prochlorococcus [sensu (9)] and Synechococcus ecotype populations are identified in depth profiles (8,35), time series (17,56) and ocean transects (16,45). Population analyses are instrumental in identifying key environmental variables that have resulted in niche differentiation among Prochlorococcus (16), and can be used to guide physiological, metabolic and genomic analyses.

The vast quantity and complexity of genome and transcriptome data for microorganisms has become increasingly difficult to effectively describe solely through conventional publications and databases. This is especially true when dealing with model organisms where consistency and cross-referencing of annotations among growing numbers of strains and datasets is essential. It is also becoming clear that the interpretation of genomic and transcriptomic data is greatly enriched when framed within an environmental context—i.e. meta-data from the sites of isolation of the strains or metagenomes being studied (2,19,20,32). Because the marine habitat of Prochlorococcus contains smooth and measurable gradients, this type of meta-data is more accessible than that of more complex habitats. We created ProPortal to allow expedient access to data that has been curated and to allow direct correspondence between data of different types placed in the context of habitat. It was built to allow biologists to access the data via a web interface, and computational biologists or database developers to access the data via SQL statements and Python modules. While there are several excellent resources available to explore and compare microbial genomes—e.g. CyanoBase (46), IMG (47) and MicrobesOnline (48), the unique strength of ProPortal is its comprehensive nature—including genomic, transcriptomic, metagenomic and population data from both domesticated and wild populations of cyanobacteria and phage.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

ProPortal is built and maintained with Django (http://www.djangoproject.com/), a high-level, Python-based web framework. Data visualization is implemented with the Google Chart Tools API (http://code.google.com/apis/chart/), Google Map Tools API (http://code.google.com/apis/maps/), Bioheatmap, a package in the Visualizations and Controls toolkit developed at the Institute of Systems Biology (http://code.google.com/p/systemsbiology-visualizations/) and GraphViz (49). The back end of ProPortal is a MySQL database server (version 4.1.22) compiled for redhat-linux-gnu. While the data presented in ProPortal is specific to Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and cyanophage, the database framework is generalizable for any group working on microbial and phage genomes for which extensive metadata is available. We have provided access to our database schema (http://proportal.mit.edu/schema/) should other groups want to replicate the whole database or portions of it to maintain their own data.

**DATA TYPES AND ACCESS**

ProPortal is divided into four main sections for data access: Genomes, Microarrays, Population Dynamics and Metagenomes (Figure 1). The foundation of the database is the genomes and orthologous gene clusters, and we therefore describe these features in more detail below. The underlying database structure enables a user to ask questions that integrate different data types.

A representative page layout for Prochlorococcus genomes is shown in Figure 1. It includes a global map that shows the site of isolation for each cultured strain with a sequenced genome. Each teardrop is clickable, revealing the location and depth from which the strain was collected, as well as the ProPortal link to the genome. A navigation panel ‘Browse Site Data’ and a search panel ‘Search Data’ are available from most pages. The four sections under Browse Site Data are expandable, and users can always navigate back to the home page by clicking on the ProPortal icon or the tabs across the top of the screen. Users can do keyword searches for genes or orthologous gene clusters (termed ‘CyCOGs’ for cyanobacterial clusters and ‘PhCOGs’ for phage clusters) in the Search Data box. For example, a search for the protein PMMO370 would return the link for a single gene, in this case the putative substrate binding protein for the cyanate ABC transporter in Prochlorococcus MED4, whereas searching for ‘cyanate’ would return links to 17 genes from both Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus.
Cyanobacterial and cyanophage genomes and orthologous gene clusters

Genome annotation requires updating as new genomes become available. Interpretation of experimental data (e.g. gene expression data) relies heavily on genome annotations, and we therefore created, and maintain and update orthologous gene cluster information exclusively for Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and phage in ProPortal to give researchers access to the latest annotations. These annotations supplement those available through sites like IMG (47), Genbank (50) and Cyanobase (46) by enabling phylogenetic profiling—i.e. examining the distribution of orthologous gene clusters among genomes of strains belonging to different phylogenetic groups as determined using classical molecular taxonomic approaches. Users can search for genetic features common to phylogenetic groups of interest, for example high-light adapted Prochlorococcus. This information can be particularly useful for unannotated genes where distributions of genes among phylogenetic groups with known environmental distributions could provide clues to the relative importance of genes for different organisms. The information is available on the ProPortal cluster page and does not require BLASTing sequences to locate orthologs.

ProPortal currently contains 13 Prochlorococcus, 11 Synechococcus and 28 cyanophage genomes. Protein coding genes in each genome are linked to orthologous gene clusters, defined using both external databases like NCBI COGs (50) and with internal CyCOG designations for cyanobacteria and PhCOG designations for phage (3,37). There are many genes specific to Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and cyanophage that, while conserved among these organisms, do not have external annotations. Each group of genomes has genes denoted ‘core’; that is shared by all organisms, and genes that are ‘flexible’, or shared among some subset of genomes (3). Because phage and host do not share ‘orthologs’ that arise from vertical descent, we process phage and host sequences separately for ortholog analysis.

Pairwise orthologous relationships were first mapped in all Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and cyanophage genomes as described previously (3,37). Briefly, orthologous genes were assigned using reciprocal best blastp scores (e-value ≤ 1e−5) where the sequence identity was at least 35% and the sequence alignment length was at least 75% of the protein length of the shorter protein of the two compared. These criteria were established to avoid identifying only shorter conserved domains within larger proteins. Clusters of orthologous genes were built by transitively clustering orthologs together as follows:
if gene A and B are orthologs and gene B and C are orthologs, then genes A, B and C are clustered into an orthologous group. Orthologous members are denoted with the tag ‘ortholog’ under ‘Cluster Evidence’ on each gene cluster page.

To find divergent orthologs missed by the initial BLAST-based approach we next built Hidden Markov Model (HMM) profiles (51) by aligning each gene in an orthologous cluster using MUSCLE version 3.7 (52) with default parameters. We used the hmmbuild program from HMMER version 2.3.2 (http://hmm.janelia.org/) to build HMM profiles from the resulting alignments. The program hmmscan (also from HMMER version 2.3.2) was then used to search remaining, non-clustered protein sequences against these in-house HMM profiles. Singletons with homology (e-value ≤ 1e−5) to an HMM profile were added to that cluster. Genes added to the clusters by this method are denoted by the tag ‘hmmscan’ under ‘Cluster Evidence’ on each gene cluster page. All remaining singleton genes are then assigned to their own gene cluster. Importantly, some orthologous gene clusters have representatives in both cyanobacterial and cyanophage genomes. These shared phage/host genes are indicated with an ‘associated gene clusters tag’ on the gene cluster page. For example, phage and host versions of the phosphate transporter subunit pstS are represented by phage gene cluster PhCOG174 and the cyanobacterial gene cluster CyCOG3129.

The general gene-clustering method described above works well for single-copy cyanobacterial core genes. However, genes that have undergone loss, transfer, or duplication events yield more complicated clusters and would not be distinguished by this simple method. Furthermore, the high gene diversity in phage genomes also inhibits the construction of cohesive orthologous clusters. We therefore provide visualized reciprocal best-hit networks for each cluster to help users detect these potential complications. To study these events more carefully, we will build phylogenetic trees for orthologous gene clusters in a future update of ProPortal.

Some features for the analysis of orthologous gene clusters are illustrated in Figure 2. Each gene cluster has a page combining available DNA, protein, phylogenetic and expression data for a representative gene from that cluster. For example, from the annotation information for the cluster for the putative high light inducible (hli) gene hli16, part of the orthologous gene cluster CyCOG3918, a user can observe that this gene also has associated phage orthologous gene clusters (PhCOGs212, 213 and 494) (Figure 2A). Gene expression data over the day/night cycle, measured using custom Affymetrix arrays, is shown for the four representative Prochlorococcus MED4 genes representing the gene cluster (Figure 2B). ProPortal indicates that CyCOG3918 is present only in Prochlorococcus genomes and sometimes present in multiple copies in individual genomes (Figure 2C). Users can also view DNA and protein sequences for all members of the cluster, or alternatively pages for an individual gene can be accessed using the clickable network maps on each cluster page; genes are shown as light green circles and reciprocal best-hit relationships are indicated by lines connecting the genes (Figure 2D). By clicking on a gene in the cluster’s gene table (not shown) users can navigate to genes upstream and downstream of this cluster in an individual genome using the genome browser; as an example we show the hli16 gene PMED4_09101 (Figure 2E).

ProPortal can also be used to report differences in expression of multiple hli gene families over the 24-h light–dark cycle. To do this, a user can search for ‘hli’ using the Prochloro COGs option in the search box, and find 16 different orthologous gene clusters. For example, the three Prochlorococcus MED4 hli genes represented by cluster CyCOG3919 all have similar expression patterns over the diel cycle. In contrast, of the four Prochlorococcus MED4 hli genes represented by the gene cluster PhCOG3918 (Figure 2A and B), one gene (PMED4_15861) has the opposite pattern of the other three genes. Individual genes are also linked to experiments identifying changes in gene expression in Prochlorococcus under perturbation conditions, as described in detail below.

Transcriptional response to stress

Microarray-based readouts of transcript levels in Prochlorococcus strains MED4 and MIT9313 exposed to various phosphate (18), nitrogen (40), iron (22) and ambient light conditions (41) have been integrated into ProPortal. Transcript data for changing O2/CO2 ratios (53) will soon be added. Datasets from other groups describing transcriptional response in Synechococcus (54,55) are not currently integrated, but could be in future releases. Under the microarray section users can choose a time point after the onset of a perturbation, for example phosphate starvation, and examine genes that are up and downregulated. After 12 h of phosphate starvation, for example, the user would find that the most upregulated gene in Prochlorococcus MED4 is PMMO0705 (PMED4_07791), encoding phoB, the response regulator of a conserved two-component phosphate sensing system. From ProPortal’s page for PMED4_07791, the user can then easily identify the position of the gene in Prochlorococcus MED4.

Additionally, information on neighboring genes can be retrieved to examine genomic conservation surrounding a gene of interest using the genome browser (such as shown in Figure 2E for the hli16 gene). For example, the two genes flanking phoB in Prochlorococcus MED4 are the phoR two-component sensor histidine kinase for phosphate sensing (PMED4_07801), found in 17 cyanobacterial genomes in ProPortal, and a putative potassium channel (PMED4_07781) found in all cyanobacterial genomes. A user could then explore the relative locations of these genes in other genomes using the browser for any genome of interest. Alternatively, a user could select the probe set representing this gene (MED4_ARR_0701_x_at) and find its expression patterns under conditions of nitrogen availability or exposure to different light levels. Finally, from this page users can also find up- and downregulated genes in the low light-adapted Prochlorococcus strain MIT9313 when available.
Population dynamics in the wild

The Population Dynamics link in ProPortal is in its infancy; as a starting point we have incorporated the pioneering time series data from DuRand et al. (56), which describes the dynamics of *Synechococcus* and *Prochlorococcus* populations as a function of depth and time at the Bermuda Atlantic Time-series Study (BATS) station in the Sargasso Sea from 1990 to 1994. This data is available for download, but can also be visualized for different time intervals and at depths selected by the user. We are in the process of integrating a more recent 5-year time series of *Prochlorococcus* ecotypes comparing depth profiles and abundance in both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans and associated ancillary data (17), and others will soon follow.

Metagenomics

Because of their global distribution, *Prochlorococcus*, *Synechococcus* and cyanophage are well represented in many metagenomic datasets (20,36,57,58). ProPortal currently integrates extensive metagenomic data available from the GOS database (32), a valuable resource for understanding the ecology, diversity and biogeography of these groups. For example, the identification of *Prochlorococcus*-like reads carrying nitrate assimilation genes in the GOS database expanded the metabolic repertoire of *Prochlorococcus* in ways not evident from cultured strains (34). More generally, the combination of a vast metagenomic database and genomes from diverse cultured strains allows one to explore the biogeography of different genomic variants of the group.
To this end, approximately 10 million GOS reads downloaded from the CAMERA database (59) were recruited to 52 Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and cyanophage genomes [sensu (32)] using the following parameters: -p blastn -r 5 -q -4 -e 1e-4 -z 10000000000 -F ‘m L’ -X 150 -U T -m 9. This initial BLAST recruited 3 315 149 GOS reads (out of 9 893 120 total) to Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and cyanophage genomes. After filtering reads by requiring an alignment length ≥ 50% of the read length, 1 972 428 reads remained. Most GOS reads also have an associated paired-end read, which enables greater confidence in organism assignment because both reads are from the same cloned sequence. After examining paired-ends, 728 441 reads remained. It was not required that paired-ends align best to the same genome, rather they were required to have a best hit to the same organism group, that is, either Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus or cyanophage.

The GOS recruitment data can be explored in several ways. The bar graphs provided on the ProPortal website (Figure 3) report the number of reads assigned to homologous regions in currently available genomes. Reporting raw read counts is intended to answer simple questions such as ‘Is this genome or genomic region represented in GOS, and if so, at what sites?’ Users can download this data and should then normalize the read counts to both genome size and the total number of reads for each site if they want to compare the abundances of different genomes at different sites, for example. Analysis of the complete GOS dataset with the ProPortal pipeline indicates that the most abundant raw reads (un-normalized) within Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and cyanophage are those with highest sequence similarity to strains AS9601, CC9605 and P-SSM2 respectively. Prochlorococcus reads are the most abundant raw reads within this triad overall (Figure 3A). One can also query individual sites in GOS and see how these relative abundances change at different sites in the ocean. For example, at site GS000a in the Sargasso Sea, reads most similar to Synechococcus WH8102 are most abundant (Figure 3B).
In contrast, in the Indian Ocean sites GS120 and GS121 Prochlorococcus AS9601-like sequences are most abundant and Prochlorococcus genomes, as a collection, recruit far more reads than do Synechococcus (Figure 3C).

In the future, users will be able to download all reads with hits to orthologous gene clusters directly from the orthologous gene cluster pages. This will enable users to more easily track how gene abundances change across different GOS sites and tie the abundances of specific genes or pathways to environmental metadata. At the moment, users can, however, query a region of a genome of interest to locate all reads recruited to this region and their associated site metadata. This is useful, for example, to identify how conserved particular sets of synteny genes are in the wild.
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